Abstract-The frequency stability, sensitivity, and limit of detection of a coated-cantilever chemical sensor operating in a dynamic mode are mainly determined by its mechanical quality factor. While a coated-cantilever operating in the gas phase exhibits a large reduction in quality factor, immersion in liquids results in an even greater reduction in the -factor due to displaced fluid mass and losses in the surrounding liquid. In this paper, two different bending vibration modes are studied in order to minimize both the losses induced by the surrounding medium and the displaced fluid mass, thus increasing the quality factor and sensitivity and improving (decreasing) the detection limit of the biochemical microsensor. The two particular vibration modes both involve "first mode" flexural vibrations (but in different orthogonal planes), and are referred to herein as "weak-axis bending" (WAB) and "strong-axis bending" (SAB). Using Sader's model, the expressions for both the quality factor and the resonant frequency are analyzed for the case of immersion in a viscous fluid. The results indicate that the strong-axis bending mode has certain advantages over the more conventional weak-axis mode in enhancing the sensor sensitivity and detection limit, even for the case in which the WAB and SAB devices have identical resonant frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE use of silicon microcantilevers as transducers in physical and biochemical sensing systems has increased in recent years [1] - [11] . In fact, the large ratio of surface area to mass makes the microcantilever extremely sensitive to surface processes. For biochemical detection, the microcantilever is covered with a biochemically sensitive coating that aims to selectively sorb the analyte or molecule of interest. The sorbed molecules can then be detected by monitoring the mechanical resonant frequency of the microcantilever. This frequency depends on the mass loading due to molecule adsorption by the sensitive coating(s). By monitoring the change in resonant frequency, one may deduce the mass of sorbed target molecules in the sensitive coating and the concentration of target molecules in the surrounding medium. As with all frequency-output sensors, the limit of detection (LOD) of microcantilever sensors is mainly determined by the mechanical quality factor ; a large value means good frequency stability due to a minimization of the noise associated with the microcantilever and the oscillation driving circuit.
Since chemical sensors operate in either a gas or liquid medium, the value of the coated-resonant microstructure is less than that of classical microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) operating in vacuum [12] , [13] . In gas, the resonant frequencies may be reduced by a few percent, whereas may exhibit reductions of two orders of magnitude from the value in vacuum [14] . Immersion in liquid results in even greater changes to the frequency response, with resonant frequencies and values being an order of magnitude smaller than their values in the gas phase. The reduced value of , due to losses in the surrounding medium and displaced fluid mass (especially in liquids), directly affects the sensitivity and detection limit of these types of sensors.
The aim of this paper is to study two different bending vibration modes to understand their influence on the sensor sensitivity and to reduce both the losses induced by the surrounding medium and the displaced fluid mass, thus increasing the quality factor and sensitivity, while reducing the LOD. The two particular vibration modes considered both involve "first mode" flexural vibrations, but about two different axes of the beam cross-section. The first, and most often used, mode will be denoted as "weak-axis bending" (WAB). This mode involves bending about the axis on the beam's cross-section for which the flexural stiffness is a minimum [ Fig. 1(a) ]. For "strong-axis bending" (SAB), the bending occurs about the section's axis for which the flexural stiffness is a maximum [ Fig. 1(b) ]. While the WAB mode may be more easily excited than the SAB mode, the latter's more "streamlined" orientation in a fluid is expected to involve smaller losses and less movement of the surrounding fluid mass; thus, SAB may have some advantages over the WAB mode. Here we wish to examine these potential advantages in detail.
In the first part of this paper (Section II), previous theoretical results are summarized for beam vibrations in viscous fluids. These results include formulas for resonant frequency, forces associated with the surrounding fluid, quality factor, and frequency shift caused by the added mass of the sorbed target molecules. In Section III, results are presented for quantifying the sensitivity and detection limit of microcantilever sensors, as these practical issues are directly related to the vibrational behavior of the microstructures. A comparison of sensor performance in both WAB and SAB modes is made in Section IV. In particular, the effects of the different modes on the resonant frequency, quality factor, sensitivity, and LOD are examined. The results indicate that the strong-axis bending mode has certain advantages over the more conventional weak-axis mode in enhancing the sensor sensitivity and detection limit.
II. BEAM MECHANICS

A. Modeling Assumptions
The theoretical results summarized in this paper are based on the following assumptions.
1) Only first-mode flexural vibrations are considered, regardless of the direction of bending (WAB or SAB).
2) The assumptions of classical beam theory are assumed to be valid [15] . 3) Energy losses associated with the beam, including its sensitive coating and the support, are neglected in comparison with losses in the surrounding fluid. 4) The sensitive coating is assumed to have a negligible effect on a) the beam's bending stiffness and b) the fluid forces on the beam. 5) The beam's frequency shift is due to the sorbed target molecules in the coating, and the effects of the molecules on the beam's damping and stiffness properties are neglected.
B. Resonant Frequency in Viscous Fluid
Consider the beam parameters , , and defined in Fig. 1 . We shall assume that the beam vibrates in the vertical plane; however, the SAB mode of Fig. 1 (b) corresponds to the lateral (horizontal) bending mode in Fig. 1(a) . When a microcantilever beam vibrates in a viscous fluid, the fluid offers resistance to the motion. The fluid loading on the beam includes an inertial force, proportional to the beam acceleration, and a viscous or dissipative force that is proportional to the cantilever velocity [12] , [16] , [17] . These fluid effects will influence the dynamic response of the beam, in particular, the resonant frequency of the microcantilever immersed in a viscous fluid [17] (1)
Here is the undamped natural frequency of the microcantilever in vacuum, is the quality factor of the cantilever/fluid system (depending on the losses), is a fluid-dependent inertia parameter, and is the mass of the cantilever. (Detailed expressions for and will be provided shortly.). Should the microcantilever include one or more coatings, then mass should be interpreted as , where and are the masses of the beam substrate and coating(s), respectively. The classical result for the natural frequency in vacuum is, e.g., [18] (2) with corresponding to the fundamental flexural mode and representing the cross-section's area moment of inertia taken about the horizontal axis of bending, given by . Parameter may be interpreted as the cross-section's resistance to bending about a particular axis. Symbol represents the effective Young modulus, defined via curve-fitting of finite-element results as [19] (3)
C. Fluid Losses and Quality Factor
The quality factor of a microcantilever sensor in a fluid environment depends on the energy losses of the system. In general, these losses may be intrinsic (thermoelastic losses, clamping losses, bulk internal friction other than thermoelastic dissipation, etc.) [13] or due to the surrounding medium (viscous losses). In the case of (bio)chemical sensors, the surrounding medium is usually either a gas at atmospheric pressure or a liquid. Consequently, the losses due to viscous damping in the fluid will be dominant [12] , in which case the results of Sader [17] will be applicable. Using the current notation, Sader's expression for may be written as (4) where and are the fluid-dependent viscosity and inertia parameters, given explicitly by
Parameter is the fluid viscosity, is the Reynolds number for the flow, and and are the real and imaginary parts of the (dimensionless) "hydrodynamic function" (6) The Reynold's number is defined as (7) where is the fluid's mass density. In (4), the term is due to the dissipative action of the fluid (viscous losses) and the term is associated with the additional mass due to the displacement of surrounding fluid. In (6) , and are modified Bessel functions and is a correction function associated with the rectangular beam cross-section [17] . According to Sader, the range of applicability for this representation is , which is based on matching numerical results for flow across an infinitely thin rectangular beam.
D. Frequency Shift
When a coated resonant microcantilever is placed in a gas or liquid environment, some of the target molecules are sorbed into the sensitive layer. As a result, the microcantilever's mass, stiffness, losses, and the additional equivalent mass due to fluid may be modified. The associated frequency shift can be expressed in terms of the mass variation, stiffness variation, etc. Assuming that these variations are small, (1) and (2) yield the following expression for the relative frequency shift: (8) where has been introduced to denote the stiffness of a cantilever beam under an end force. The variations of the stiffness, quality factor, and inertial drag force caused by the sorbed molecules are generally negligible so that the frequency shift is essentially due to the mass variation . Using (1), the frequency shift becomes (9) In a gas phase, the term due to the inertial part of the drag force can be neglected because the "equivalent mass" due to the fluid is usually very small compared to the cantilever mass . But as will be seen in Section IV, in a liquid medium this term should be included as it is not always negligible.
III. PRACTICAL ISSUES FOR MICROCANTILEVER SENSORS
A. Sensor Sensitivity
In terms of the (dimensionless) partition coefficient of the coating/analyte pair in a given fluid environment, the variation of the sensor's mass is given by [20] (10) in which is the sensitive coating thickness, the coated surface area of the microcantilever, the analyte concentration in the fluid (mass per unit volume), and the partition coefficient is a measure of the distribution of the analyte between the sorbed phase and the surrounding medium. Then, under the assumption , the sensor sensitivity (frequency shift per unit analyte concentration) due to analyte sorption reduces to the following linear relationship between sensitivity and the ratio of coating volume to the microstructure volume : (11) Here is the mass density of the beam's substrate material. Equation (11) shows that sensitivity may be enhanced by increasing resonant frequency (by increasing the bending stiffness or the quality factor) or by decreasing the equivalent fluid mass. All of these benefits may be achieved by employing the SAB mode. (See Section IV.)
B. Detection Limit of Sensor
In an oscillator configuration, the frequency shift due to the phase noise of the driving electronic circuit may be written as [21] (12)
Note that is proportional to the resonant frequency and inversely related to . Thus, higher resonant-frequency microcantilevers will have inherently higher LOD values unless accompanied by higher values. (Later, we shall see that the higher value in SAB microcantilevers more than compensates for the higher resonant frequency, especially in liquid environments). Equation (12) may be used to determine the signal-tonoise ratio (13) The limit of detection of the sensor is usually defined as the analyte concentration corresponding to a frequency shift equal to three times the frequency noise of the system measurement [22] . Thus, under the assumption that , (10) and (13) may be combined to yield the sensor's LOD: (14) As was the case with the sensitivity, the LOD may be improved by using SAB in place of the WAB mode to increase the quality factor or decrease the equivalent mass due to fluid. In addition, (14) clearly shows that the LOD is inversely related to the volume fraction of the coating material, regardless of the mode of operation. 
IV. COMPARISON OF WAB AND SAB SIMULATIONS
General results for the vibration of a microcantilever sensor in a fluid have been summarized and discussed in the preceding sections. Next we shall apply these general results to make a numerical comparison between the performance parameters in WAB and SAB modes of operation. In particular, we wish to focus the discussion on the values of resonant frequency, quality factor, sensitivity, and limit of detection.
Numerical results will be presented for WAB and SAB operation in both gas and liquid environments. The media used in the simulations are air ( kg/m , -s) and water ( kg/m , kg/m-s). Silicon is taken as the substrate material ( kg/m , , ), while the coating material and coating geometry ( , , ) are arbitrary provided that . In all of the simulations, the cross-sectional dimensions of the microcantilever are fixed. Therefore, the bending mode (WAB or SAB) is completely determined by the orientation of this cross-section relative to the direction of bending. Assuming that all vibrations occur in the vertical direction (see Fig. 1 ), cases for which will therefore result in weak (strong)-axis bending. Definitions of the various cases used in the simulations are included in Table I . Symbols " " and " " in the case numbering system denote "gas" and "liquid" environments, respectively. In each medium, the beam lengths in cases 1 and 2 are identical, while in cases 3 and 3 (both WAB), the beam lengths are specified in such a way that these systems will have the same resonant frequencies as their case 2 (SAB) counterparts. This will enable us to compare nonfrequency effects in the WAB and SAB modes.
Based on the results of the simulations (see Table II ), the following observations may be made.
• Cases 1 -3 illustrate the well-known result that the resonant frequency in air is only slightly smaller than the natural frequency in a vacuum . However, when the microcantilever operates in the WAB mode in water (cases 1 and 3 ), we see a dramatic drop (more than 60%) in the resonant frequency compared with the natural frequency in vacuum. This drop is due to the viscous losses and effective mass associated with the surrounding fluid. When the microcantilever vibrates in the SAB mode (case 2 ), the resonant frequency undergoes only a 2% drop from because of the more "streamlined" orientation.
• For fixed beam dimensions ( , , ), a SAB mode of operation results in significant enhancements in , sensitivity, and LOD as compared to the WAB mode. This is true for both the gas and liquid. (See cases 1 , 2 , and 1 , 2 , respectively.) • Comparisons between cases 2 and 3 and between cases 2 and 3 show that improvements due to the SAB mode are associated with more than just the increase in resonance frequency. (Recall that WAB cases 3 and 3 were chosen to have the same resonant frequencies as their SAB counterparts.) These non-frequency-related advantages of SAB over WAB will be discussed in more detail in the following bullet items.
• An examination of cases 2 and 3 shows that the SAB mode yields a tenfold improvement in quality factor and LOD over the WAB mode in air, while the sensitivity is essentially unchanged. This latter result is to be expected because the sensitivity, as defined in (11), depends on resonant frequency and the fluid mass term ; the resonant frequency is the same for these two cases, while is negligible in both cases (i.e., small relative to unity) because of the gas environment. (See Table III .) The tenfold improvements in and LOD (case 2 versus 3 ) are directly related to the tenfold reduction in the viscous loss term when the mode is changed from WAB to SAB. (See Table III and (4) and (14) .) • A comparison of cases 2 and 3 , which have the same resonant frequency , shows that in water the SAB mode yields an improvement in by a factor of 2.6 and in LOD by a factor of 17. Moreover, despite the identical resonant frequencies, the SAB mode is about seven times more sensitive than the WAB mode in water. Unlike in gases, the sensitivity in liquids is not driven solely by the resonant frequency. It also depends on the value of (fluid mass term), which may be significant in liquids, especially in the WAB mode. (See Table III and (11).) Intuitively, we expect that the SAB mode will move less fluid mass than the WAB mode because of its more "streamlined" orientation. The results presented here help to quantify this advantage.
• For the illustrative examples considered, the SAB mode results in negligible values of the equivalent fluid mass term in both gas and liquid (0.0001 and 0.04, respectively). This term is very significant for the WAB mode in a liquid (values of 8 and 6 in Table III ) and should not be neglected in calculating the values of frequency, sensitivity, and limit of detection. • Comparisons between cases 1 and 1 and between cases 2 and 2 lead to the conclusion that the frequency drop for SAB going from gas to liquid is relatively small compared to the frequency drop in the WAB mode (Table II) . In fact, although and (Table III) appear to get much worse in going from 2 to 2 , their contributions are still relatively small in the frequency equation [ (1)], i.e., 1 (2 ) and are still much less than one. The fact that these two terms are negligible in the SAB mode, even in liquid, is the reason why the frequency drop is small in going from 2 to 2 . The same remark is true regarding the sensitivity, i.e., the large drop in only results in a small decrease in normalized sensitivity. However, there is a larger increase in the LOD for SAB (compared with sensitivity) in going from air to water because LOD is inversely related to . Nevertheless, this increase in LOD is still much smaller than if the WAB mode were used. In order to have a better understanding of the sensor performance in the SAB mode, some numerical results for the nonnormalized sensitivity and LOD are given in Table IV . These are directly deduced from the normalized values of Table II combined with specified properties of the coated microstructure. In particular, the results of Table IV are based on a sensitive coating having a 1-m thickness placed on one of the two wider surfaces of the microcantilever. Using the same geometric parameters as specified in Table I , this results in a coating-to-microstructure volume ratio of . The sensitive coating for the detection of toluene is polydimethylsiloxan (PDMS), having partition coefficients of 1164 and 279 in air and water, respectively [20] , [23] , [24] . The variation of the amplifier phase noise has been taken to be . While these results allow us to make a comparison between the SAB and WAB modes, we recognize that the individual performances of these microsensors may be improved by modifying the oscillator phase stability and by increasing the sensitive coating volume in appropriate ways (e.g., by coating all free surfaces of the microcantilever). Here we also emphasize that the unit of "kg/m " in Table II has been converted to "ppm" in Table IV , as this is a more commonly used unit in practical sensing applications. Therefore, one should not compare sensitivity and LOD values between liquid and gas in Table IV because the ppm values are with respect to different media.
The results of Table IV indicate the following.
• Switching the orientation of a given microbeam from WAB to SAB results in significant improvements in sensitivity and LOD. The sensitivity increases by a factor of 17 in air (1 versus 2 ) and by over 400 in water (1 versus 2 ). Limit of detection values are reduced by factors of 44 and 108, respectively. Again we see that the advantages of SAB are more pronounced in the liquid environment. • When frequency effects are discounted, the results indicate that sensitivity remains unchanged in air (2 versus 3 ) and increases tenfold in water (2 versus 3 ) when using the SAB mode instead of WAB. The LOD advantages of SAB over WAB are demonstrated by the reduction factors of 10 and 17 in gas and liquid, respectively. All of these results are qualitatively consistent with the normalized results discussed previously (Table II ) and the earlier explanations therefore apply here as well. We again conclude that the performance of the microsensor in SAB mode is superior to that in WAB mode, even for identical operational frequencies. The advantage is even more pronounced in liquid.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical examination of the relative merits of strong-axis and weak-axis bending modes (SAB and WAB) in microcantilever sensors has been presented. Both gaseous and liquid environments have been considered. The main conclusion that may be drawn from this preliminary research is that the SAB mode has advantages in performance over the WAB mode because of the following.
a) The structure is stiffer in SAB mode (due to the larger cross-sectional moment of inertia ), resulting in a higher resonant frequency. b) The SAB mode involves smaller viscous losses in the fluid, i.e., a higher quality factor and consequently a lower value of oscillator noise. c) The SAB mode results in a smaller amount of fluid mass being dragged along with the microcantilever (due to the beam's more streamlined orientation as it moves through the fluid). These advantages are reflected in improved values of sensitivity and detection limit and, as expected, these advantages are significantly more prominent in liquids than in gases, provided that the SAB mode can be implemented in an efficient manner.
For the practical implementation of the SAB mode, two possibilities can be considered.
1) The microcantilever may be fabricated with a thickness larger than the width, so that SAB operation (vertical vibration) may be activated by a vertical excitation. In this case, the methods of excitation would be similar to those employed in existing microcantilever technology. 2) A "conventional" microcantilever may be fabricated, i.e., with thickness less than the width. The lateral (horizontal) bending mode (SAB) may then be excited by either a) applying forces in the horizontal plane or b) applying vertical forces by standard means, but inducing a lateral component of vibration through the use of an eccentrically placed mass.
While the latter approach may result in coupled vibrations involving not only the lateral (SAB) mode but possibly higher order vertical (WAB) and torsional vibrations, the practicality of this method has recently been demonstrated in the literature [25] .
